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The Church of Surb Prkich in Ani 
(1035)
Part 1: History and Historiography – Architectural Plan 
– Excavations of 2012 and Starting of Conservation

Armen Kazaryan, İsmail Yavuz Özkaya and Alin Pontioğlu

Abstract

This is the first article of a projected series of reports concerning the architecture and 
conservation of the Church of the Redeemer (Surb Prkich) in the medieval Armenian 
capital  of  Ani  in  the  present-day  Turkish  province  of  Kars.  Dated  to  1035,  this 
polyconch church stands as a beautiful example of the metropolitan school, which was 
especially dedicated to interpreting the architectural forms and principles of Classical 
antiquity. The church has survived both medieval reconstructions and a subsequent 
restoration in 1912,  as well  as remained extant within the ruins of Ani  despite its 
western half preserved in poor condition. The authors, two Turkish architects and a 
Russian architectural historian have analyzed the historical data, historiography and 
architectural  plan  of  Surb  Prkich  and  present  here  the  results  of  cleaning  and 
archeological excavations at the site, as well as of the initiation of the monument’s 
stabilization and conservation program, begun in 2012.
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Preface
(Armen Kazaryan and Yavuz Özkaya)

[1] The Church of the Redeemer (Surb Prkich) is one of the most interesting and least-
investigated  monuments  of  the  famous  medieval  town  of  Ani,  in  the  present-day
Turkish province of Kars. It was erected at the time of the flourishing of Ani as an
Armenian capital in the late period of the Bagratid rule (961-1045). The church’s ruins
are located 305 meters to the east/  north-east from Ani cathedral, the largest and
most  dominant  structure  of  Ani,  built  in  the last  quarter  of  the 10th century.  The
positioning  of  these  two masterpieces  so  close  to  one  another  is  undoubtedly  an
argument for Surb Prkich’s importance in the city space (Fig. 1).
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1 Church of Surb Prkich (in the foreground) and Cathedral, Ani, view from the East, 2005 
(photograph provided by A. Kazaryan)

[2] According to inscriptions (see below), the church was built  in 1035 to house a
fragment  of  the  True  Cross,  under  orders  from  Prince  Aplgharip  Pahlavuni.  The
eleventh century was a time of extensive building activity not only in Ani, but also
more broadly in the area of the town’s surrounding monasteries. During the 1020-30s,
Shahinshah (King  of  Kings)  Hovhannes  Smbat  (r.  1017-1041)  and  other  powerful
princes built impressive edifices at the Horomos, Marmashen, Khtskonk and Bagnayr
monasteries.1 From the point of view of art history, the first forty years of the eleventh
century were characterized by the greatest flourishing of the Ani school of Armenian
architecture.

[3] The Church of Surb Prkich in particular deserves a comprehensive review. Renewed
interest  in  its  architecture  coincides  with  our  initiation  of  archeological  and
conservation work at the site. For this reason we resolved to publish the following
overview,  which  represents  the  cumulative  results  of  both  practical  activity  and
theoretical analysis. Furthermore, because the preservation of the monument remains
ongoing, we decided to put forth a series of articles as the project progresses and new
information comes to light. This article forms the first report of our study.

Historiography of the architecture of Surb Prkich and its inscriptions
(Armen Kazaryan)

[4] The history of study of the Church of Surb Prkich (as it is named in inscriptions on
the  monument)  or  Amenaprkich  (as  it  is  called  by  the  twelfth-century  chronicler
Samuel  Anetsi)  is  inseparable  from  investigations  of  the  architecture  of  Ani  and

1 Architettura  armena  dal  quarto  al  diciannovesimo  secolo,  ed.  Paolo  Cuneo,  con  testi  e 
contributi di T. Breccia Fratadocchi, M. Hasrat’yan, M. A. Lala Comneno and A. Zarian, 2 vols., 
Rome 1988, 638-641, 646-648, 673-679; Karen Matevosyan, Անի-Շիրակի պատմության էջեր 
[The Pages from the History of Ani-Shirak], Yerevan 2010, 58-149, 192-199; Armen Kazaryan, 
"The  Architecture  of  Horomos  Monastery",  in:  Horomos  Monastery:  Art  and  History,  ed.  E. 
Vardanyan, Paris 2015, 55-205.
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medieval  Armenian  architecture  of  the  Bagratid  and  Zakharid  periods  (9th–14th 

centuries)  more  generally.  These  early  publications  form  the  foundation  for  the 
following  study.  In  addition  to  academic  literature,  more  mainstream  writing,  for 
example travel notes or belles-lettres, is especially interesting for our research. These 
genres influenced public perception, and motivated scientific expeditions and research 
into medieval Armenia. Scholarship from the first part of the twentieth century, such 
as that of Nikolay Marr2 (1865-1934) and Leo (actually Arakel Babakhanyan, 1860-
1932)3, as well as that of our contemporaries,4 preserves important analyses of works 
and impressions of the first modern visitors to Ani – the monks and travelers of the 
nineteenth century.   

[5]  Leo writes  of  these pioneers  to  Ani,  whose names were almost  unknown.  Two 
Armenian monks, Ter-Khachatur and Ter-Hovan, visited the site on May 17, 1804, and 
counted  almost  forty  churches,  took  note  of  significant  inscriptions  there,  and 
transcribed  these  inscriptions  from  each  church,  including  the  Cathedral  and  the 
Church of the Redeemer (Surb Prkich or Amenaprkich).5

[6] However, Ani gained international attention only after a visit by English traveler Sir 
Robert Ker Porter in 1817 who, as Leo said, "dedicated to Ani only two to three pages,  
but perfect pages!".6 This "proud British, son of the educated and progressive nation"7 

describes his impression of Ani as follows:

"The farther I went, and the closer I examined the remains of this vast capital, the  
greater was my admiration of its firm and finished masonry. In short, the masterly  
workmanship of the capitals of pillars, the nice carvings of the intricate ornaments,  
and arabesque friezes,  surpassed any thing of  the kind I  had ever  seen,  whether  
abroad, or in the most celebrated cathedrals of England."8

2 Nikolay Marr, Ани. Книжная история города и раскопки на месте городища [Ani. Recorded 
History  of  the  City  and  the  Excavations  on  the  Place  of  the  Ancient  Settlement], 
Moscow/Leningrad 1934, 1-4, 9-12.
3 Leo,  Անի: Տպավորություններ,  հիշատակներ,  անցածն  ու  մնացածը [Ani.  Impressions, 
Memories, in Former Times and Hereafter], Yerevan 1963, 22-67. This book is intended rather 
for a broad readership;  it  is useful as it conveys the public mood of Armenians during the 
nineteenth century and their attitude towards their own historical monuments.
4 Studies written in German, Russian, English and French were analyzed in: Christina Maranci, 
"Early European Travelers and Their Contributions to the Study of Armenian Architecture", in: 
Journal of the Society for Armenian Studies, 10, 2000, 7-28; Jasmin Dum-Tragut, "Europe′s Look 
upon Ani: German-Language Travel Accounts of the 19th century", in: International Conference 
"Ani  as  Political  and Civilizational  Centre  of  Medieval  Armenia" (Yerevan,  November 15-17, 
2011), Collection of papers, Yerevan 2012, 66-81; Pavel Chobanyan (ed.), Օտար աղբյուրները 
Անիի  մասին  (X-XIX դդ) [Foreign  Sources  on  Ani  (X-XIX  Centuries)],  Yerevan  2011;  Garnik 
Shakhkyan,  "Անին Պաուլ Ռոհրբախի աշխատություններում" [Ani  in  the  Writings  by  Paul 
Rohrbach], in:  International Conference  "Ani as Political and Civilizational Centre of Medieval  
Armenia" (Yerevan, November 15-17, 2011), Collection of papers, Yerevan 2012, 82-89.
5 Leo, Ani, 22-23, 30.
6 Leo, Ani, 23.
7 Leo, Ani, 23.
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[7]  Although Porter and other travelers and scholars such as Richard Wilbraham, Ch. 
Texier,  M.-F. Brosset, K.  Koch, and M. Khanykof described some of the monuments of 
Ani, none gave any account of the architecture of Surb Prkich.

[8] Russian investigation of Ani began with works by Brosset and Khanykov, as well as 
a visit by poet and playwright A. N. Muravyev lasting from September 1846 to July 
1847.9 Muravyev gave the most detailed description of the Church of Surb Prkich:

"A  little  bit  higher,  at  the  deserted  site  one  overlooks  another  round  church  of  
magnificent architecture, which partially reminds me of Omar's Mosque in Jerusalem:  
twelve arcades in each of its two stories, and inside the wall painting have survived. In  
the area of the altar is painted the Saviour, surrounded by archangels, in the other  
niches are the four Evangelists and the saints. The inscriptions are all Armenian, and  
the  one  on  the  gate  states  that  the  church  was  erected  in  the  time  of  Peter's  
patriarchy and of John Sumbat, the son of King Gagik."10

[9] Ani attracted the attention of Earl Mikhail Vorontsov, the governor of the Caucasus 
in 1844-1854, who dispatched an officer of the Russian army, Yu. Kestner. That spent 
six weeks in Ani in 1849, during which time he created sixty-nine images of buildings 
and copied forty-two inscriptions. This work became a portfolio, consisting of forty-five 
illustrated sheets.11 Vorontsov forwarded his copies of  the inscriptions to the most 
famous  armenologist  of  that  time,  M.-F.  Brosset.12 This  marked  the  beginning  of 
Brosset's  research  on  the  monuments  of  Ani,  and  he  would  later  publish  a  large 
monograph,  Les  ruines  d’Ani,  capitale  de  l’Arménie  sous  les  rois  Bagratides.13 

According to Leo, Kestner’s work made a very positive impression on the Katholicos 
Nerses (1843-1857), a friend of Vorontsov.14 By order of the Katholicos the epigraphy 

8 Travels in Georgia, Persia, Armenia, Ancient Babylonia,  &.&. during the Years 1817, 1818,  
1819, and 1820. By Sir Robert Ker Porter, with Numerous Engravings of Portraits, Costumes,  
Antiquities, & in Two Volumes, vol. 1, London 1821, 173. See also: Chobanyan (ed.),  Foreign 
Sources on Ani, 57-63 (original quotation and its translation into Armenian). The text is also 
accessible  at  http://www.virtualani.org/accounts/kerporter.htm (last  accessed  12  November 
2016).
9 Andrey Muravyev, Грузия и Армения [Georgia and Armenia], 3 vols., Sankt-Petersburg 1848. 
On Ani see: vol. 2, 257-288.
10 Unless otherwise stated, all translations are mine. The original passage is in: "Развалины 
Ани" [The Ruins of Ani], in: Muravyev, Georgia and Armenia, vol. 2, 278-279; Chobanyan (ed.), 
Foreign  Sources  on  Ani,  108  ("Несколько  выше,  на  пустынной  площади,  возвышается 
другая круглая церковь замечательной архитектуры, которая отчасти напомнила мне 
Иерусалимскую мечеть Омара: по двенадцати аркад в каждом из ее двух ярусов, и еще 
сохранилась  внутри  стенная  живопись.  Там,  где  был  престол,  написан  Спаситель, 
окруженный архангелами,  в  других  углублениях  четыре  Евангелиста и  лики святых; 
надписи все армянские, и одна на вратах свидетельствует, что церковь была сооружена 
в патриаршество Петра, при Иоанне Сумбате, сыне Царя Гагика").
11 Leo, Ani, 39-40.
12 Marr, Ani [1934], 10; Marr, Ani [Reprint 2011], VI; Leo, Ani, 40.
13 Marie-Félicité Brosset, Les ruines d′Ani – Capitale de l′Arménie sous les rois Bagratides, aux  
Xe et XIe s., histoire et description, St. Petersburg 1860-1861.
14 Leo, Ani, 40.

http://www.virtualani.org/accounts/kerporter.htm
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of Ani was copied by vardapet Abel Mkhitarian in 1850, who published his work The 
Trip to Ani in Constantinople. More inscriptions from Kars, Ani and the vicinity were 
published in Moscow by N.  Emmin.15 In the last  quarter of  the nineteenth century 
Ghevond Alishan published the epigraphy of Ani monuments in his book Shirak.16 Each 
of these publications includes copies of the inscriptions on Surb Prkich.17 It would be 
superfluous to quote them here, because they were checked and published in their 
entirety by I.  A. Orbeli  with references to other publications by Sargisean, Alishan, 
Brosset, Gevorgeants, and Basmajian.18 Later, A. A. Manucharyan19 and G. Uluhogian20 

published the inscriptions pertaining to construction along with commentary.

[10] The inscriptions, indicated in brackets by the numbers in Orbeli’s publication, read 
as follows:

N. 1 (129). Outside, to the West of the entrance, under the eighth arch. Composed in 
the name of marzpan Aplgharip Pahlavuni, it tells about his visit to Constantinople and 
his carrying the message from Shahinshah Smbat to  the "Emperor  of  the Greeks" 
Michael IV (1034-1051), and about his returning with a piece of the Holy Cross, as well 
as  about  the  foundation  of  the  church  in  Ani  in  484  (according  to  the  Armenian 
calendar which begins in the year 551 A.D.). The inscription concludes with the name 
of the writer George.21 In English translation:

"In the year 484 [1035 A.D.], I, Ablgharib marzipan (took) an edict on behalf of Smbat  
shahinshah to the Emperor of the Greeks, Michael, at Constantinople, and with great  
effort and great expense, I brought a piece of the Holy Cross and, when I returned, I  
completed this church and erected the sign of light as a crown of this spouse of Christ  
[…]."22

N. 2 (126).  Outside, to the west of  the entrance, under the fifth arch  (fig. 2 a-b). 
Composed by Aplgharip Pakhlavuni, the son of prince Grigor, the grandson of prince 
Abughamr  and  brother  of  Vahram  and  Vasak.  The  inscription  tells  about  the 
construction of the Church of Surb Prkich in the capital in 485 (1036 A.D.), and its 

15 Nikita Emin,  Армянские надписи в Карсе, Ани и в окрестностях последнего [Armenian 
Inscriptions in Kars, Ani and its Vicinity], Moscow 1881.
16 Ghevond Alishan, Շիրակ [Shirak], Venice 1881.
17 For example, the main building inscriptions were already published in: Brosset,  Les ruines 
d’Ani, 19-20, 28-29.
18 Hovsep  Orbeli,  Դիվան  հայ  վիմագրության,  Պ.  1.  Անի  քաղաք  [Corpus  of  Armenian 
Epigraphy, vol. 1: Ani City], ed. by B. N. Arakelyan, Yerevan 1965, p. 42-48 (n. 121-135).
19 Alexander  Manucharyan,  Քննություն  Հայաստանի  IV-XI  դարերի  շինարարական 
վկայագրերի [Research into the 4th-11th-Century Constructive Evidences of Armenia], Yerevan 
1977, 211-218.
20 Gabriella Uluhogian,  "The Evidence of Inscriptions", in:  Ani,  ed. Paolo Cuneo, Milan 1984 
(Documenti di architettura armena 12 [text in Italian, English and Armenian]), 72-83.
21 The inscription had been preserved until the collapse of one half of the church in 1957.
22 Uluhogian, "The Evidence of Inscriptions", 77.
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decoration with gold and silver, and the donation of a book of gospels.23 In English 
translation:

"In  the  years  of  Petros,  honoured  by  God  and  spiritual  lord,  kat’oghikos  of  the  
Armenians, and during the reign of Smbat, son of Gagik shahanshah, in the year 485  
[1036 A.D.], I, Ablgharib marzipan, son of Grigor ishkhan and grandson of Abughamr  
and brother of Vahram and of Vasak, built this St. P’rkich in the metropolis Ani […] and  
I erected a fountain near St. P’rkich […]."24

2 Church of Surb Prkich, Ani, inscriptions:
a-b) Building inscription N. 2 (126): fallen and preserved parts, photos of 2007 and 2012
c-d) Building inscription N. 2 (126): main fallen block and excavated fragments, photos of 2012 
(photographs a-c provided by A. Kazaryan, and d by A. Pontioğlu)

N. 3 (130). Outside, to the west of the entrance, under the fifteenth arch. Only the first 
two lines of the inscription are preserved. They tell about the construction of the guest  
house  close  to  the  Church  of  Surb  Prkich  by  Ablgharip  in  489  (1040  A.D.).  In 
translation: "In the year 489 [1040 A.D.], I, Ablgharip built […] and gave to St. P’rkich 
the hostel for daily revenue […]."25

N. 4 (124). Outside, to the west of the entrance, under the second arch. Composed by 
Mkhitar, it describes his donation of a bell and the construction of the bell-tower in 720 

23 Only the first seven lines were extant in the early twentieth century, the other lines were on 
the lost row of  masonry.  A.  Manucharyan noticed the full  text of  the inscription on a late-
nineteenth-century photograph made by H. Kyurkchyan, as well as in the early publications by 
M.  Bzhshkyants  and  S.  Jalaleants.  See  his  reconstruction  of  the  20-line  inscription  in: 
Manucharyan, Research, 213.
24 According to Uluhogian, "The Evidence of Inscriptions", 77.
25 I am grateful to Professor Karen Matevosyan for assisting with the translation of this text 
originally published in: Orbeli, Corpus of Armenian Epigraphy, 46 (n. 130).
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(1271 A.D.). In translation: "In the year 720 [1271 A.D.], I, Mkhit’ar Sherastsi, son of 
Djusim Saluk’ents, this holy sign […] at (St.) P’rkich and brought the bells and built this 
bell-tower with my legitimate substance […]."26

N. 5 (134). Outside, to the west of the entrance, under the twelfth arch (fig. 2 c-d). It 
concerns the repairing of the church in 1193 by the priest Trdat and his wife Khushush 
during the reign of the amir Suldan, grandson of Manuche. The inscription describes 
the ′zhamatun′, a nearby construction for those on pilgrimage. In translation:

"In  the  years  of  Barsegh,  honoured  by  God  and  spiritual  lord,  kat’oghikos  of  the  
Armenians, and during the reign of the amir Suldan of good fame, son of amir Mahsul,  
grandson of Manuche, in the year 642 [1193 A.D.], I, therefore, Trdat the priest, son of  
Sost’enes the priest, grandson of Gevorg, archpriest of Arutch, and my wife Khushush,  
servant of Christ, trusting in the mercy of God, built again this our patrimony, bought  
dearly, this Church of the Redeemer, with great fatigue, and brought (it) again to its  
original splendour […]. We built (nearby) to it this zhamatun for summer and winter  
[…]."27

N. 6 (125). Outside, to the west of the entrance, under the second arch. Composed by 
the atabak Varham (Vahram), it tells us that he built a new dome for the church in 791 
(1342 A.D.).  The work was executed by Asil,  the son of  Grigor.  Karen Matevosyan 
discovered  mention  of  these  persons  in  the  colophons  of  two  manuscripts  in  the 
Matenadaran collection in Yerevan: Grigor was the mayor of the city and Asil inherited 
this post.28 In the translation of Uluhogian, the inscription reads:

"In the year 791 [1342 A.D.], by the grace and mercy of God, the benefactor and  
friend of men, I, at’abek Vahram, son of Ivane, son of the great and strong Zak’aria,  
again restored the dome of this Church of the Redeemer, for a long life and in memory  
of us and of our ancestors. I, therefore, Asil, son of Grigor, was sent by order of the  
patron at’abek Vahram, and when I came I did, with great effort and fatigue, what had  
been ordered of me […]."29

Also of interest is inscription N. 123, on the exterior above the entrance and higher 
than the bell-tower joins. It consists only of the name Trdat.

[11]  The information given by the inscriptions,  along with  that  from the medieval 
written  sources,  allows  for  the  possibility  to  study  the  building  history  of  the 
monument, despite the fact that archaeologists have not investigated the church for 
almost one hundred years from the last restoration and study in 1912-1913.30

26 Uluhogian, "The Evidence of Inscriptions", 77.
27 Uluhogian, "The Evidence of Inscriptions", 77.
28 Karen Matevosyan,  Անի:  Եկեղեցական կյանքը և ձեռագրական ժառանգությունը [Ani. 
Ecclesiastical Live and Manuscriptal Heritage, Etchmiadzin 1997, 365].
29 Uluhogian, "The Evidence of Inscriptions", 78.
30 See the major studies of Ani history by T. Kh. Hakobyan, Անիի պատմություն [The History of 
Ani], 2 vols., Yerevan 1980-1982; T. Kh. Hakobyan,  Անի մայրաքաղաքը [The Metropolis Ani], 
Yerevan 1988; and Matevosyan, Ani.
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[12] Historians were intrigued by the existence of two construction inscriptions, one of 
which dates to 1035, and the other to 1036. Manucharyan suggested that the church’s 
construction was completed in 1035 and the second inscription was executed upon the 
occasion  of  the  dedication.31 Uluhogian  and  Matevosyan  argue  that  the  year  of 
construction was 1036.32

[13] Another dispute surrounds the identity of the architect. Murad Hasratyan suggests 
that it could be Trdat, the well-known builder of the Cathedral33, even though other 
studies of Trdat’s activity, such as those of Stepan Mnatsakanyan, P. Donabedian and 
Ch. Maranci,  do not mention this church as an example of his work.34 Hasratyan’s 
argument hinges upon the mention of the name Trdat in the southern façade of the 
Church  of  Surb  Prkich  (inscription  n.  123).  The medieval  chronicler  Samuel  Anetsi 
called the church by the name “Amenaprkich” and mentioned its collapse in 1131.35 

After that, according to an inscription (inscription n. 5 (134)), the church was repaired 
in 1193, paid for by the priest Trdat and his wife Khushush.36 It is notable that the 
short inscription that Hasratyan relies upon could refer simply to this priest Trdat, and 
not  to  the  architect  of  the  Cathedral.  Moreover,  the  artistic  qualities  of  the  blind 
arcades in Surb Prkich and the Cathedral are quite different (as will be discussed in 
part 2 of this article).

[14] All  scholars have turned their  attention to the evidence from the bell-tower’s 
erection  in  1271  (inscription  n.  4  (124)).  Moreover,  scholars  in  recent  years 
unanimously share the opinion that the present dome with its tall drum dates to the 
reconstruction of  1342 (inscription n.  6  (125)).  The previous and probably  original 
dome was likely damaged in an earthquake of 1319.37

31 Manucharyan, Research, 214.
32 Uluhogian, "The Evidence of Inscriptions", 78; Matevosyan, Ani, 150, 166.
33 Murad  Hasrat′yan,  "Gli  architetti  armeni",  in:  Architettura  armena  dal  quarto  al  
diciannovesimo secolo,  ed. Paolo Cuneo, con testi  e contributi  di  T.  Breccia Fratadocchi,  M. 
Hasrat’yan, M. A. Lala Comneno and A. Zarian, 2 vols., Rome 1988, 63-64; Murad Hasratyan, 
"Armenian  Architecture  of  the  9th-11th Centuries",  in:  Ararat  Aghasyan  et  al.,  History  of 
Armenian Art, Yerevan 2011, 88; Murad Hasratyan, "Trdat as the Architect of the Holy Savor of 
Ani",  in:  Historical  and  Cultural  Heritage  and  Contemporaneity.  International  conference 
(October 4-6, 2013, Gyumri), Yerevan 2013, 331-333.
34 For  example:  Stepan  Mnatsakanyan  et  al.,  Ակնարկ հայ ճարտարապետության 
պատմության [Essay on the History  of  Armenian Architecture],  Yerevan 1964,  203;  Patrick 
Donabédian,  "L’école  d’architecture  d’Ani",  in: Ani.  Capitale  de  l’Arménie  en  l’an  mil,  ed. 
Raymond  H.  Kévorkian,  Paris  1987,  183-195,  here  pp.  189,  195;  Christina  Maranci,  "The 
Architect  Trdat:  From the Great  Church  at  Ani  to  the  Great  Church  at  Constantinople",  in: 
Armenian Kars and Ani, ed. Richard G. Hovannisian, Costa Mesa, California 2011, 101-126.
35 Samuel  Anetsi,  Հավաքմունք  ի  գրոց  պատմագրաց  ...  [Collection  of  the  Records  by 
Historiographers …], Vagharshapat 1893, 129; Hakobyan, The History of Ani, 106; Matevosyan, 
Ani, 166; Herman Vahramian,  "Breve cronologia storica / Brief Historical Chronology", in:  Ani, 
ed. Paolo Cuneo, Milan 1984 (Documenti di architettura armena 12 [text in English, French and 
Italian]), 16-21.
36 Orbeli, Corpus of Armenian Epigraphy, 56; Matevosyan, Ani, 151.
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[15]  The  final  questions  are  connected  with  wall  paintings,  which  appear  on  the 
internal surfaces of the main space of the church. Even Orbeli mentioned them and 
dated them to the late thirteenth century.38 N. L. Okunev, a young scholar from the 
circle of  Marr  and Kondakov,  prepared research on these paintings,  which remains 
unpublished.  He  suggested  a  date  of  1291  (the  underpinning  is  unknown;  maybe 
1271, the year when the bell-tower was constructed, is more correct?), and for the first 
time suggested that the portrait of Sargis Parshik represented in front of the Evangelist 
Matthew is that of an artist, specifically the artist of these wall paintings.39 However, 
the figure’s  appearance in  formal  dress and the agreement of  the scene to other 
compositions known to be donor portraits suggest, in my opinion, that Sargis is instead 
the patron of the wall paintings. Both the dating and iconographic interpretation of the 
paintings still need serious investigation.

[16] A single engraving, published by Brosset, allows us to imagine the condition of 
the church in the nineteenth century, a time in which the building was in a slightly 
better state of preservation than in later images. Some paintings with accurate and 
important details are enclosed in a series of watercolours of Ani's monuments and 
panoramas by Arshag Fetvadjian (1866-1947). In a large watercolor now kept in the 
National Gallery of Armenia, the building is shown from the north-western side in a 
deplorable state at the beginning of the twentieth century (Fig. 3).40

37 Diane Favro, "Encircled by Time: The Church of the Savior", in: Armenian Kars and Ani, ed. R. 
G. Hovannisian, Costa Mesa 2011, 129.
38 Orbeli, Ruins, 32.
39 Nikolay L. Okunev, "Город Ани" [City of Ani], in: Старые годы, X, Sankt-Petersburg 1912, 9. 
For  an  analysis  of  Okunev′s  heritage see:  Julia  Yancharkova,  Историк искусства  Николай 
Львович Окунев (1885-1949). Жизненный путь и научное наследие [Art Historian Nikolay L
′vovich Okunev (1885-1949). Life and Scholarly Impact], Frankfurt on the Main 2012. (On the 
wall paintings of the Church of Surb Prkich see p. 143, note 480). Okunev’s dating of the wall  
paintings is  repeated in  several  publications,  see for  example:  Nicole  Thierry,  "La peinture 
médiévale arménienne", Corso di cultura sull′arte ravennate e bizantina, XX, ed. Nereo Alfieri, 
Ravenna 1973, 397-407, here p. 402; Nicole Thierry,  "L’éclosion artistique des XIIIe et XIVe 
siècles", in: Histoire du peuple arménien, ed. Gérard Dédéyan, Toulouse 2007, 362-375, here p. 
367.
40 The subject of Ani was also of interest for one of the founders of Armenian art of the modern  
age, Gevorg Bashinjaghyan. In 1900 and in 1901, he created two paintings of Ani Cathedral 
with the Church of Surb Prkich in the background, behind the ruins of Surb Hripsime Chapel still  
existing  at  that  time  close  to  the  south-eastern  corner  of  the  cathedral,  see:  Natela 
Bashindjaghyan,  Геворг  Башинджагян  (1857-1925),  История  жизни  в  картинах  и  
документах [Gevorg  Bashindjaghyan  (1857-1925).  His  Life  in  Pictures  and  Documents], 
Moscow 2011, 24, 117.
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3 Arshag Fetvadjian, Ani. The Church of Surb Prkich, 1901, watercolor on paper, 49.8 x 35.2 cm, 
National Gallery of Armenia, Yerevan (reprod. from: Levon Chookaszian, Arshak Fetvadjian, 
Yerevan 2011, 46)

[17] Of greatest value for the history of the monument’s investigation and restoration 
are photographs from that period. Even in 1879, in spite of expenses and hardship, the 
photographer H. Kyurkchyan worked on site in the ruins of Ani for five months. In the 
first  volume  of  his  planned  two-volume  edition,  he  published  40  images  of  the 
monuments.  Two of  these  stereoscopic  photographs  represent  the  Church  of  Surb 
Prkich: a general view from the southwest and another of the portal.41 At the same 
time, another view of the church was published in a little-known album by Karapet 
Hovhanjanyants that is now kept at the Matenadaran in Yerevan (Fig. 4).42

41 O.  Kurkjian  (H.  Kyurkchian),  Ավերք  Հայաստանի. Ruins  d’Armenie,  vol.  1:  Անի 
մայրաքաղաք Բագրատունյաց [Ani, Capital of the Bagratides], Yerevan n.d., n. 31-32. The 
images are also accessible at  http://www.virtualani.org/kurkdjian/index.htm (last accessed 12 
November 2016).
42 Ani,  photographs by Karapet Hovhanjanyants,  1884, in: Matenadaran. Scientific Research 
Institute of Ancient Manuscripts, Yerevan, album n. 423. We are grateful to Karen Matevosyan 
for bringing this album to our attention and for providing us with the photograph of the Church 
of  Surb  Prkich.  Photographs  by  Karapet  Hovhanjanyants  are  also  accessible  at 
http://www.armenianart.org.

http://www.virtualani.org/kurkdjian/index.htm
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4 Karapet Hovhanjanyants, Church of Surb Prkich, Ani, general view from the South-West, 1884. 
Matenadaran. Scientific Research Institute of Ancient Manuscripts, Yerevan, album n. 423: Ani, 
photographs by Karapet Hovhanjanyants (© Matenadaran, Yerevan)

[18] Kyurchyan’s photographic work was continued by the actor Aram Vruyr, who took 
more than two hundred photographs in fifteen years beginning in 1901.43 Besides his 
skilled pictures of the monuments, he left a gallery of portraits of scientists and artists 
who posed for him with the ruins of Ani in the background. Later, the photographer 
Artashes Vruyr wrote a book entitled In Ani, which contains valuable information and 
relates  stories  about  the  people  who worked on  the  site  or  just  visited  it  in  that 
"golden age".44 A photograph of Surb Prkich made in 1912 after the restoration, as 
well as a panorama taken in 1914 with a view to the church behind the Smbat's walls 
were also published in that book. The Ani Institute, headed by Nikolay Marr, paid close 
attention to the photography of the monuments, as well as to the issue of popular 
publications and postcards with views of Ani. One of these postcards represents the 
Church of the Redeemer.45

[19] The current known measurements of the Church of the Redeemer were taken by 
the  architect  Toros  Toromanyan  probably  in  the  years  before  1912,  when  he 
participated in the excavations.46 They are not especially detailed and were published 
only  partially  in  his  books.  The latest  publication of  his materials,  edited in  2012, 
contains the largest number of illustrations, but these are drawings copied from now-

43 Leo, Ani, 65-66.
44 Artashes Vruyr, Անիում  [In Ani], Yerevan 1979.
45 The  images  are  accessible  at 
http://www.virtualani.org/postcards/postcards_museum_of_ani.htm (last accessed 12 November 
2016).
46 Toros Toramanyan,  Ani. Pahlavuny-Founded Churches, ed. Grigor Ghafadaryan and Gayane 
Hovhannisyan, Yerevan 2012 (in Armenian, English and Russian), 9.

http://www.virtualani.org/postcards/postcards_museum_of_ani.htm
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lost original sketches, and these copies contain some mistakes, particularly concerning 
the shape of the inside and outside arches.47 More correct and complete is Hovhannes 
(Oganes) Khalpakhchyan’s section of the church based on material by Toramanyan.48

[20]  The  Church  of  Surb  Prkich  is  a  rare  case  among  all  important  examples  in 
Armenian architecture, as it was not studied by Toramanyan. This seems even more 
strange considering that Toramanyan had worked in Ani for sixteen years starting in 
1903. It is certain that he must have had unpublished work or notes about Surb Prkich. 
We are inclined to assume that these have been lost along with much of his other 
materials when Toramanyan stayed in Karakilisa at the time of the evacuation from Ani 
and Alexandropol due to the Turkish Intervention of 1918.49

[21] The first scholarly description of the architecture of Surb Prkich belongs to Josef 
Strzygowski, who based it on drawings and photographs by Toramanyan. His accurate 
description of the monument was followed by a brief comparison with the Pantheon’s 
structure  and  mention  that  the  Roman  polyconch  was  developed  only  in  the 
Mediterranean  region.50 Short  mentions  of  the  architecture  of  Surb  Prkich  are 
contained within the larger framework of studies of the architecture of Ani by Arshak 
Fetvadjyan, Nikolay Okunev and Iosif Orbeli.51

[22] After decades of silence, a series of works appeared in the 1960s-1970s, during 
the  so-called  ‘thaw  period’  in  Soviet  history.  Armenian  and  Russian  scholars  paid 
greater attention to Ani-related topics, but,  except for Nikolay Tokarskiy, had never 
actually traveled to Ani. Rather, in all of these books about the architecture of the 
47 Toramanyan, Ani. Pahlavuny-Founded Churches, drawings 22-24.
48 Oganes  Khalpakhchian,  "Восьмиапсидные  центральнокупольные  сооружения 
средневековой Армении" [Eight-Apsed Central-Domed Constructions of Medieval Armenia], in: 
Архитектурное наследство [Architectural Heritage] 30 (1982), 60-76, fig. 13.
49 When Toramanyan returned to the town of Karakilisa, after he had escaped it due to the 
Turkish attack, he found his lodging ransacked. Soldiers had stolen his library, cameras, 5.000 
photographs,  including  2.600  negatives,  nine  unpublished  books  and  the  material  on  the 
architectural history of Ani, which contained studies of almost all buildings of the medieval city 
and of the villages and monasteries of Shirak, Arsharunik and Aragatsotn. See Alvard Ghaziyan, 
"Ճարտարապետ Թ. Թորամանյանի դիմումը Առաջին համաշխարհային պատերազմում հայ 
ժողովրդի  կրած  վնասները  քննող  հանձնաժողովին՝  1918  թ.  ապրիլին  թուրքական 
արշավանքի հետևանքով իր կրած կորուստների վերաբերյալ" [Architect  T.  Toramanyan′s 
declaration about his losses due to the Turkish intervention in April 1918 to the Commission of 
damages incurred by the Armenian people during World War I], in:  Պատմա-բանասիրական 
հանդես [Historical-Philological Journal], n. 2-3, 1993, 388-396). I tend to believe that the text 
about the Church of Surb Prkich was among these materials and that, since these were not 
annihilated on the spot, they could be retrieved one day in a collection.
50 Josef Strzygowski, Die Baukunst der Armenier und Europa, vol. 1, Vienna 1918, 134-136, and, 
translated into Russian as Архитектура армян и Европа, vol. 1, Yerevan 2011, 150-151.
51 Arshak Fetvadjian,  "An Outline History of Armenian Architecture", in:  Journal of the Royal 
Institute of British Architects, vol. 29, n. 19, Sept. 1922, 585-594; Yancharkova,  Art Historian 
Nikolay  L′vovich  Okunev,  142-145;  Iosif  Orbeli,  Развалины  Ани [The  Ruins  of  Ani],  Sankt 
Petersburg 1911,  31-32;  Iosif  Orbeli,  "Краткий путеводитель по городищу Ани" [A Short 
Guide on the Ani Settlement],  in: Iosif  Orbeli,  Избранные труды [Selected Works],  Yerevan 
1963, 127-128.
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Armenian capital, the church Amenaprkich was described, and sometimes analyzed, 
on  the  basis  of  earlier  publications  and  archive  materials.  Varazdat  Harutyunyan, 
Stepan Mnatsakanyan, Hovhannes Khalpakhchyan, Anatoliy Yakobson, described the 
monument  according  to  the  standard  methodological  approach  to  the  study  of 
Armenian architecture:52 The main attention was turned to typology, while issues of 
painting and decoration were almost entirely absent.

Tokarskiy’s consideration of the church was earlier than the others’ and despite some 
mistakes in the proposed reconstruction of the original exterior, his analysis of Surb 
Prkich is more interesting. He suggested the alterations to the first dome as occuring 
during the rebuilding in the fourteenth century. As a prototype for the original shape of 
the dome, Tokarskiy turned to the dome of the Church of Surb Sargis in Ktskonk.53

Almost at the same time, two scholars examined possible Hellenistic motifs  in the 
architectural shapes of the buildings of Bagratid Ani, and they specifically mentioned 
the antiquated appearance of the portal of the Church of Surb Prkich.54

[23] Over the next several decades no further studies presented the Church of Surb 
Prkich in a new light.  Nevertheless,  Khalpakhchyan was the first  scholar  who paid 
attention to eight-conch Armenian churches in a monographic  article.55 He gave a 
different description of the stairway from the base of the western pylon to the roof,56 

but like his colleagues he was not aware of the balcony in the west exedra.

52 Varazdat  Haroutunyan,  Անի  քաղաքը [The  City  of  Ani],  Yerevan  1964,  61-62;  Varazdat 
Haroutunyan and Samvel Safaryan,  Памятники армянского зодчества. [The Monuments of 
Armenian Architecture], Moscow 1951, 54, figs. 41, 97; Stepan Mnatsakanyan et al.,  Ակնարկ 
հայ ճարտարապետության պատմության [Essay on the History of Armenian Architecture], 
Yerevan 1964, 203; Stepan Mnatsakanyan et al., Очерки по истории архитектуры древней и 
средневековой Армении [Essay on the History of the Architecture of Ancient and Medieval 
Armenia], Yerevan 1978, 131; Anatoliy Yakobson, Очерк истории зодчества Армении V-XII вв. 
[Essay on the History of the Architecture of Armenia,  5th-12th Centuries], Moscow/Leningrad 
1950,  69-70;  Oganes  Khalpakhchian,  "Архитектура  Армении  (IV-XIX  вв.)" [Architecture  of 
Armenia  (4th-19th Centuries)],  in:  Всеобщая  история  архитектуры [General  History  of 
Architecture], vol. 3, Leningrad/Moscow 1966, 237.
53 Nikolay Tokarskiy, Архитектура Армении IV-XIV вв. [Architecture of Armenia of the 4th-19th 

Centuries], Yerevan 1961, 207-209 and fig. on p. 48.
54 Oganes  Khalpakhchian,  "Эллинистические  традиции  в  архитектуре  феодальной 
Армении" [Hellenistic  Traditions  in  the  Architecture  of  Feodal  Armenia],  in:  Проблемы 
формообразования  в  архитектуре  народов  СССР [Problems  of  the  Morphogenesis  in 
Architecture of the Peoples of the USSR], ed. O. Kh. Khalpakhchian, Moscow 1982, 3-14, here p. 
12; Varazdat Haroutunyan, "Անտիկ ավադույթների ժառանգորդությունը միջնադարյան հայ 
ճարտարապետոիթյան  մեջ" [The  Inheritance  of  Classical  Antique  Traditions  in  Medieval 
Armenian Architecture],  Պատմա-բանասիրական հանդես [Historical-Philological  Journal], n. 
4, 1983, 13-21, here pp. 19-20.
55 Khalpakhchian, "Eight-Apsed Central-Domed Constructions", 61-63, 70, figs. 1, 4, 8, 13, 16, 
19.
56 Khalpakhchian, "Eight-Apsed Central-Domed Constructions", 69.
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[24] At the same time Western scholars began investigations in Ani, especially French 
scholars  such  as  Armen  Khatchatrian,57 Nicole  and  Michel  Thierry,  and  Patrick 
Donabédian, as well as a large group of Italian architectural historians including Paolo 
Cuneo  and  Enrico  Costa.  The  Church  of  Surb  Prkich  in  Ani  was  mentioned  and 
described in several publications, but never systematically studied.58

[25] The possibility of free visits to Eastern Turkey within the last fifteen years allowed 
for  a  new  period  of  scholarship  concerning  the  monuments  of  Ani.  So  far,  no 
substantial  new studies have been published,  most  likely due to the fact  that  the 
process of accumulating information and reviewing the methodology of art historical 
study  and  of  the  strategic  aims  of  the  study  of  Armenian  architecture  within  the 
culture of Middle East and Mediterranean is presently ongoing. The latest appeals to 
the Church of Surb Prkich can be considered within the framework of these processes. 
Christina Maranci explored the connections between the inscriptions and architecture 
of  this  monument,59 and  Diane  Favro  tried  to  understand  the  unusual  number  of 
nineteen  external  facets  of  the  church’s  main  storey  as  a  means  of  symbolic 
association of the building “with intersecting astronomical cycles, and regeneration, 
giving  hope  that  the  paths  of  the  Prkich  and  the  faithful  will,  likewise,  forever 
coincide".60 Artak  Ghulyan  and  myself  have  suggested  some  new  ideas  about 
correlations between the churches of Ani,61 and in my own articles I have offered some 
thoughts  on  a  method  of  comparative  study  between  Armenian  and  Italian  blind 
arcades.62 I aim to develop our understanding of how the architects of Ani interpreted 
ancient ′Hellenistic′ shapes and principles; and the place of the Church of Surb Prkich 
in that development is a notable one.63

57 Armen Khatchatrian, “Ani”, in:  Reallexikon zur byzantinischen Kunst, vol. 1, Stuttgart 1966, 
167-168, Abb. 8.
58 Enrico Costa.  "Schede degli edifici", in:  Architettura medievale armena, Rome 1968, 133, 
figs. 121-122; Paolo Cuneo,  Architettura armena dal quarto al diciannovesimo secolo, Rome 
1988, 655; Patrick Donabédian, "Principaux sites arméniens", in: Les arts arméniens, ed. Jean-
Michel Thierry, Paris 1987, 470-595, here p. 486.
59 Christina Maranci, "Building Churches in Armenia: Art at the Borders of Empire and the Edge 
of the Canon", in: The Art Bulletin 88, 4 (Dec. 2006), 656-675.
60 Favro, "Encircled by Time", especially 136-144.
61 Artak  Ghulyan,  "Անիի  Մայր  տաճարի  հազարամյա խորհուրդը  (1001-2001 թթ.)" [The 
1.000-Year Mystery of the Cathedral in Ani], in:  Հուշարձան [Hushardzan ], vol. 3, ed. Hakob 
Simonyan, Yerevan 2005, 26-40, here pp. 36-37; Armen Kazaryan, "East Axis: New Opening on 
the Town-Planning Concept of Ani", in:  Historical and Cultural Heritage and Contemporaneity. 
International conference, Gyumri, October 4-6, 2013, Abstracts of Papers, Yerevan 2013, 340-
341.
62 Armen Kazaryan, "Аркатура церквей X-XI веков в архитектурных школах Ани и Тосканы: 
сравнительный анализ" [Blind Arcades of 10th-11th-Centuries Churches of  the Architectural 
Schools of Ani and in Tuscany: A Comparative Analysis], in:  International Conference  "Ani as 
Political  and  Civilizational  Centre  of  Medieval  Armenia", Yerevan,  November  15-17,  2011, 
Collection of Papers, Yerevan 2012, 243-260, especially 251.
63 Armen Kazaryan,  "Античное  наследие в  армянской архитектуре конца X –начала XI 
века. К проблеме "ренессансов" в средневековой культуре" [Classical Heritage in Armenian 
Architecture of the Late 10th - Early 11th Century], in: Архитектура. Сборник научных трудов 
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[26] Since there is only one monographic article about Surb Prkich, written by Diane 
Favro in 2011, one chapter of the book with Toramanyan’s measurements edited by 
Grigor  Ghafadaryan  and  Gayane  Hovhannisyan  in  2012  has  been  devoted  to  the 
architecture of this monument as well.64 Finally, it seems likely that the archeological 
and architectural exploration conducted over recent years will become the base for 
new studies.

Brief overview of the excavations and constructive works by Marr’s 
expedition
(Armen Kazaryan)

[27] After the last  medieval  repair,  during the time of  atabak Varham (Vahram) in 
1342, the church has sustained a period of over five centuries without any attention, 
which correlates to historical  events and the complete stagnation of  life  in  Ani.  In 
addition to the dilapidation of the building, a great number of the masonry blocks from 
the lower part of the walls was removed by locals. The church was still standing when 
Nikolai Y. Marr and his team undertook the first archaeological excavations at Ani from 
1892-1917 under the direction of the Russian Imperial Archaelogical Commission, but 
was in an unstable and dangerous state of preservation. At the turn of the twentieth 
century, the British businessman and traveller Henry Finnis Blosse Lynch (1862-1913) 
alerted that the church was impossible to preserve for the future without any prompt 
measures.65

[28]  Surb Prkich was important to Marr’s expedition, but was likely not the largest 
structure within Ani. Two decades after Lynch’s wake-up call, in 1912, the expedition 
began the necessary conservation and restoration work. A very short report about that 
rescue  campaign  was  published  in  Marr’s  book.66 In  this  eleventh  season  of  the 
archeological campaign, the team’s main goal was the repair and consolidation of the 
monuments, and this work was expensive. In addition to the Church of Surb Prkich, 
two other buildings preserved in the campaign were the Church of the Apostles and 
the Palace Church. The most difficult conservation was encountered with Surb Prkich, 
concerning whose future the architect Knyagnitskiy was particularly skeptical. But, as 
Marr recorded, the church was restored along with the others (Fig. 5).67

Белорусского  национального  технического  университета [Architecture.  Collection  of 
Scholarly Works of the Belarus National Technical University] 6, 2013, 21-26; Armen Kazaryan, 
"Тема  ротонды  в  армянской  архитектуре  и  преобразование  типологии  в  эпоху 
Багратидов" [The Theme of the Rotunda in Armenian Architecture and the Transformation of 
its  Typology  in  the  Age  of  the  Bagratids],  in:  Вопросы  всеобщей  истории  архитектуры 
[Questions of General History of Architecture], Abstracts, http://archi.ru/events/12149/voprosy-
vseobschei-istorii-arkhitektury-2015.
64 Toramanyan, Ani, Pahlavuny-Founded Churches, 9-10, 24-31, 41, 54-60, 71, 84-90, pl. 23-24.
65 H. F. B. Lynch,  Armenia. Travels and Studies, London/New York 1901, 383; translated into 
Russian as Армения, путевые очерки и этюды [Armenia, Traveling Sketches and Essays], Tiflis 
1910, 489-490.
66 Marr, Ani, 1934, pp. 111-113.
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5 Church of Surb Prkich, Ani, general view from the North-West after restoration of 1912, 
photographer unknown, Archive of the Research Institute of Material Culture of the Russian 
Academy of Sciences, Sankt-Petersburg (© Archive of the Research Institute of Material 
Culture, Russian Academy of Sciences, Sankt-Petersburg)

[29] Marr mentioned the following work during the 1913 season: Excavations near the 
Church  of  Surb  Prkich,  including  the  discovery  of  the  palace  of  Aplgharip; 
investigations of the bell-tower; and excavation of the hall-church close to the Church 
of Surb Prkich. Marr’s description of these findings was interrupted, and we do not 
know how the excavation work was completed nor how the work of the Ani Institute 
proceeded in last three to four years before it was closed down in 1917.68

[30] Some additional information is given in sketch drawings of the excavated site 
surrounding  Surb  Prkich.  These  sketches  allow  for  the  possibility  to  interpret  the 
quarter-planning  situation  and  separate  buildings.  Knyagnitskiy  is  the  most  likely 
author of these measure sketches (croquis), which were found preserved in the archive 
of the Institute of History of Material Culture of the Russian Academy of Sciences (Fig.  
6).

67 Marr, Ani, 1934, pp. 111-113 and figs. 211-212. During the excavations of this and the next 
season  new  stones  with  inscriptions  were  discovered,  see  Orbeli,  Corpus  of  Armenian 
Epigraphy, n. 131-133.
68 The institute was evacuated and closed down in 1917 before the Turkish army intervention in 
1918 and the destabilisation of the World War I Caucasian front due to the Russian Bolshevist 
revolution. About those events see: V. A. Michan′kova, Николай Яковлевич Марр. Очерк его 
жизни и научной деятельности [Nikolay Yakovlevich Marr: Essay on his Life and Scholarly 
Activity],  Moscow/Leningrad 1949,  248-249; Richard G.  Hovannisian,  "The Contest for  Kars, 
1914-1921", in:  Armenian Kars and Ani, 274-277; Heghnar Zeitlian Watenpaugh,  "Preserving 
the Medieval City of Ani: Cultural Heritage between Context and Reconciliation", in: Journal of 
the Society of Architectural Historians, vol. 73, n. 4, December 2014, 528-555, here p. 535.
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6 Church of Surb Prkich, Ani, general plan of the site after the excavations of 2013 by the 
Russian Archaeological Institute, Archive of the Research Institute of Material Culture of the 
Russian Academy of Sciences, Sankt-Petersburg (© Archive of the Research Institute of Material 
Culture, Russian Academy of Sciences, Sankt-Petersburg)

[31] During the decades after the Revolution of 1917, the buildings of Ani were not 
under archeological supervision, and many masonry elements of Marr’s restorations 
were removed by the locals. As a result, the building was returned to the dangerous 
condition prior to its restoration.

Damage and the condition of the monument in the most recent decades
(Yavuz Özkaya)

[32] Marr’s and his team’s efforts to stabilize the walls of the church to prevent a total  
collapse  in  1912  could  not  save  the  eastern  half  of  the  church,  which  collapsed 
completely  in  1957.  A  continuous  detachment  crack  on  the  south  wall  visible  in 
photographs  from 1912  marks  the  boundary  of  this  collapse.  Abdurrahman  Aydın 
(Head  of  Ocaklı  Village  –  Mukhtar)  remembers  this  unpleasant  incident  from  his 
childhood as follows: "We used to sleep outside during the harvest time in June 1957. 
Following a heavy rain and thunderstorm, a stroke of lightning happened. The church 
(Keçel Kilise/ Surb  Prkich) which was divided into two parts has been damaged that 
time."69

[33] Marr′s stabilization, achieved with masonry smaller in size and darker in color 
than  the  original  can  easily  be  seen  both  in  older  photographs  and in  remaining 
materials extant in the west wall today. The technique employed in the stabilization 

69 Aylin Orbaşlı and Savaş Zafer Şahin (eds.),  Ani Örenyeri Yönetim Planı Çerçeve Geliştirme 
Çalışması Sonuç Raporou [Ani Archaeological Site Management Plan Workshop, Final Report], 
Ankara [August] 2010, 18.
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was ultimately unsuccessful for the following reasons: The smaller facing stones were 
not treated as in the original masonry technique but flat on all sides, creating a weak 
joint  with the mortared core.  Cement was employed for  the mortared rubble core 
throughout, and again unlike the original mortared core, it had many cavities resulting 
in a weak rubble core. The Church of Surb Prkich lost its architectural and structural 
integrity together with the collapse. The remaining western half survived up to date 
despite the damage of the 1988 earthquake but in a much compromised state.

Work begun by the World Monuments Fund (WMF) and the Ministry of 
Culture and Tourism of Turkey (MoC&T)
(Yavuz Özkaya)

[34]  In 1996, the Ani archaeological site was added to the World Monuments Fund’s 
Watch  List.  In  1998-99,  as  part  of  an  initiative  of  the  Tarihi  Mirası  Koruma  Vakfı 
(Historical Heritage Protection Foundation), the west wall of the Church of Surb Prkich, 
which had lost most of the 1912 facings, was stabilized with new mortar. The main 
entrance was filled with rubble to prevent further collapses.70 The overall structural 
stability  of  the  building  was  also  assessed,  and  the  team  proposed  that  urgent 
measures be taken to save the remaining half.

Historic Preservation Project
[35]  In  2006,  the  Ministry  of  Culture  and  Tourism of  Turkey  started  an  extensive 
preservation programme at the Ani archaeological site. The Church of St. Gregory of 
Tigran  Honents  (1215)  and  the  Mosque  of  Minuchir  (late  eleventh  to  thirteenth 
century)  were  chosen  as  the  first  two  monuments  that  would  be  surveyed  and 
documented. The goal was to assess the physical  condition of both structures and 
eventually  initiate  a  conservation  project  to  stabilize  them.  In  2008,  two  other 
significant monuments at Ani, the Church of Surb Prkich and the tenth-century Church 
of Saint Gregory (or Abughamrents), were recommended to undergo a comprehensive 
conservation  program  together  with  the  thirteenth-century  "Lord's  (in  Armenian: 
Paron's) Palace"71 for an investigation and analysis of the problems, which were mostly 
structural  due  to  the  extreme  effects  of  walling-up  the  palace  during  the  1999 
reconstruction.

[36] The conservation program spearheaded by the Ministry of Culture and Tourism of 
Turkey took up work at the Cathedral of Ani and the Church of Surb Prkich in 2012. 
This time the work was conducted in collaboration with the World Monuments Fund 
(WMF). In addition to the Cathedral  and the Church of Surb Prkich, a conservation 
master plan for Ani was prepared; and a conservation project devised to stabilize the 
north city walls (built under King Smbat Bagratuni, 977-990) is currently under review.

70 Gionata Rizzi et al. for World Monuments Watch of World Monuments Fund (WMF) and Tarihi 
Mirası Koruma Vakfı [Historical Heritage Protection Foundation] (eds.),  Ani:  Consolidation and 
Conservation of the Church of the Redeemer, Mission Report, Milan 1998.
71 Other  known  names  are  "Baron's  Palace",  "Sultan's  Sarai",  "Palace  of  the  Pahlavuni", 
"Castle", or in Turkish "Kale" or "Selçuklu Sarayi".
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Conservation Project and Works at the Church of Surb Prkich
[37] In 2009, the Church of Surb Prkich was scientifically documented for the first time 
and a historic preservation project was prepared. In 2010, the World Monuments Fund 
and Ministry of Culture and Tourism of Turkey signed a Memorandum of Understanding 
for  the conservation of  the Church of  Surb Prkich.  Work could begin  in 2012 with 
funding from the U.S. Ambassadors Fund for Cultural Preservation, provided by the 
U.S. Department of State and the Embassy of the United States in Ankara.

[38]  The plan for the conservation work on Surb  Prkich consisted of  three phases: 
During the first phase, a fence was assembled around the project site to ensure the 
security  and  safety  of  the  visitors.  Then,  a  protective  and  load  bearing  steel 
scaffolding was erected inside the monument for the security of the excavation team. 
Fallen fragments from the east part of the church were relocated to a safe and secure 
area before the second phase of excavation and cataloging work began. The church 
and the fragments were later documented using 3D laser scanning to prepare virtual 
models for further investigation.

[39] After the excavations,  the survey and documentation work for the purpose of 
emergency stabilization started. This phase of the work involved cleaning the exposed 
roofs of the church and temporarily stabilizing them, using a layer of hydraulic lime 
mortar.  Temporary  shelter  roofs  were  also  constructed  over  the  relocated  building 
fragments, the excavation site, and exposed walls to protect them all from the harsh 
winter  conditions.  Work  also  included  the  erection  of  a  temporary,  heavy  timber 
structure to shore up the south wall over the entrance to the church, which tends to 
lean to the east. The timber structure also stabilized the west wall, where a number of 
problems existed. The emergency stabilization work was completed at the end of the 
summer of 2013.

[40] After evaluating the data obtained from the structural monitoring system that was 
installed on the structure in May 2012, the construction material analyses, wall paint 
analyses, and excavation and cataloging, final stabilization and conservation work is 
planned to be completed in the third phase.

Overview of the excavations of the 2012 season. Classification of the fallen 
fragments for drawing reconstruction
(Alin Pontioğlu)

[41]  On  July  17,  2012,  workers  started  to  remove  the  fallen  fragments  from  the 
eastern section of the church with the help of a crane. They cleared the rubble to 
expose the existing floor level before erecting a steel scaffolding inside the church in 
order to stabilize the structure for the security of the team.72 The large fragments 
ranged from 4-12 tons each. They were carefully lifted and re-located to 10 x 10 cm 
wooden  blocks  around  the  church,  where  they  were  further  documented,  and 
systematically cataloged. To facilitate the 3D laser scanning, the fragments were set 
apart from each other at intervals of one meter. By the end of the work season (31 
72 This  work was directed by Kars  Museum and supervised by PROMET PROJE team (main 
contractor).
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August) over 650 fragments belonging to the demolished East section of the church 
were relocated and catalogued. (Fig. 7) Additionally, numerous small fragments were 
also collected and classified; these included parts of inscriptions, khachkars, pottery, 
glass, and alien masonry to be further investigated.

7 Church of Surb Prkich, Ani, general view of the site from the West, with fragments collected to 
the East of the church in 2012 (photograph taken in September 2012 and provided by A. 
Kazaryan)

As noted earlier,  the excavations were realized as part  of  the effort  to  reveal  the 
original  floor  levels  and  uncover  the  footprints  of  other  structures  immediately 
surrounding the church. The ultimate goal of the investigations was to better establish 
the overall chronology of the site.

[42] In the process of clearing the main entrance gate, a new wall abutting the church,  
which had been detected prior to the clearing effort,  confirmed the existence of a 
square planned porch or  entrance canopy with  interior  dimensions of  4.60 x  4.60 
meters. It is possible that the bell tower mentioned in the inscription N. 4 (124) was 
part of this porch (Fig. 8).
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8 Church of Surb Prkich, Ani, excavated part in front of the portal, with the foundations of the 
supposed bell tower, September 2012 (photograph provided by A. Kazaryan)

Adjacent to the porch, a row of walls and a small chapel connected to the church were 
also uncovered. Given the masonry construction technique of these walls, it is evident 
that the small chapel and the porch/canopy/bell tower belong to the same building 
campaign, most likely the 1271 campaign mentioned in the inscription.

[43] After the clearing and excavations inside the external  walls were complete, it 
became apparent that the church once stood inside a courtyard surrounded by walls 
and/ or buildings on the west, east and southeast sides. Since the excavations were 
limited to the immediate periphery of the church, the north and south sides still need 
to be investigated in order to achieve a more comprehensive understanding of the 
church’s environs. To the west, the remains of a wall abutting the church’s walls were 
also revealed. These walls belong to a recent period when the church was unattended 
and not functional.

[44] Inside the church the original floor was totally exposed and ascertained to be in 
fairly in good condition. On the east side, some remains of the apse’s walls and two 
"khoran" (side chapels), stairs, and a partial second layer of a stone floor over the 
original floor were uncovered (Fig. 9, 10).
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9 Church of Surb Prkich, Ani, interior view looking to the East, between 1912 and 1917, Archive 
of the Research Institute of Material Culture of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Sankt-
Petersburg (photograph © Archive of the Research Institute of Material Culture, Russian 
Academy of Sciences, Sankt-Petersburg)

10 Church of Surb Prkich, Ani, re-excavated eastern half of the church and the court, 2012 
(photograph provided by A. Pontioğlu)

[45] The periphery walls uncovered during the excavations on the east side included a 
door.  The smaller  size  of  the masonry  and the construction technique of  the wall 
suggest that it does not belong to the first construction phase. Likewise, it did not 
resemble the masonry of the entrance canopy/bell tower and the small chapel. The 
door on the east side was nearly 1.00 meter wide, suggesting that it facilitated a direct 
connection between the courtyard and a building to the east, which has not yet been 
excavated. This could either be the pilgrim hostel (also referenced in inscription, see 
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N.  3  (130),  or  the  episcopal  residence  (?).  As  the  excavations  continue,  they  will 
include the surrounding buildings.  The relationship between Prkich church and the 
surrounding city will be further elucidated after the stabilization program is completed 
in the coming years.73 These discoveries will be key to understanding the chronology 
of the site, changes to the church, and its use over time. The archaeological evidence 
must be cross-referenced with information from the inscriptions and other historical 
sources, in addition to the current research in the archives.

[46] It  was very interesting to compare these results with five measured sketches, 
which I  found in autumn of 2013 in Marr′s archive of the Research Institute of the 
History of Material Culture in Saint-Petersburg. These sketches were never published. 
Marr’s drawings enable us to anticipate what might come from further excavations (in 
2013 and in the near future, in 2016 or 2017) of the surroundings of Surb Prkich. Also 
the drawings contain details regarding the entrance canopy, which were lost during 
the last one hundred years between two excavations.

[47] In September 2012, the Technical Control Team, which included consultants from 
the World Monuments Fund and experts from the Ministry of Culture and Tourism of 
Turkey,74 held a series of project meetings at the site to discuss the work realized to 
date, the findings after clearing and excavations, and winterization strategies, since 
the work season in Kars is limited and winter was advancing. The TCT also discussed 
plans for the near future.  During the site meetings with the TCT it  was agreed to 
postpone the emergency stabilization works (i.e., stitching the main crack, reaffixing 
loose stones, and repairing the west wall  of the church) until  the structural  health 
monitoring program is completed. However, the following protective measures were to 
be realized before winter.

Winterization and plans for the immediate future of the monument after 
excavation and clearing
(Yavuz Özkaya)

Protection of the excavation area, exposed walls and fragments
[48] It was decided that all exposed walls, the large wall fragment with inscription on 
the northeast corner of the church, and all exposed floors, including in the excavated 
areas, were to be protected using geotextile membranes, i.e.,  DuPont™ Tyvek® and 
Typar®. Tyvek, while preventing rain and snow penetration, allows the stone surfaces 
and fragments to breathe. Typar, on the other hand, provides a very durable layer of 
protection, which allows rainwater to drain off, while protecting vulnerable surfaces.

73 Excavations also revealed the presence of numerous graves surrounding the church. One 
grave was found in 2013 directly in front of the church′s entrance. It is a 258 cm by 158 cm, 82  
cm deep rectangular monolithic sarcophagus, which was carefully excavated. The grave had 
been plundered but human and animal bones, small painted wooden elements, and pieces of 
glass and pottery were recovered.
74 The Technical Control Team (TCT) is composed of Yelda Ayhan, Serap Sevgi, Evren Kavalı 
(MoC&T), and Mark Weber, Stephen J. Kelley and Predrag Gavrilovic (WMF).
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[49] Tyvek and Typar were laid either using sandbags, ropes and stones, or a layer of 
gravel as counterweights. Additionally, Tyvek was wrapped around the fragments with 
tape.  The  small  unclassified  fragments,  which  were  carried  inside  the  church  and 
stored on shelves between the posts of the inner steel scaffolding, were covered by 
Tyvek as well.

Temporary stabilization of the roofs
[50] The roof over the dome and the lower level roof are exposed to the elements. Due 
to the fragile condition of the structure, lime mortar has been temporarily spread over 
the roofs to stabilize them and to protect against winter conditions.

[51]  In  order  to  clear  the  loose  mortar  and  vegetation  and  to  start  work  on 
strengthening and repairing the loose masonry in the dome, a scaffolding made from 
wood was first erected over the lower level roof and fixed to the drum wall via window 
openings. A simple, hand-operated pulley was set on top of the wooden scaffolding to 
transport materials. Removing the loose mortar, soil, and vegetation from the roofs 
and filling the voids with a hydrolic lime mortar mix75 was executed with the utmost 
care. Tyvek was laid around the large crack in the dome before we applied the mortar 
to seal the crack and block the effects of snow and rain.

Protection of the relocated and documented building fragments against harsh winter 
conditions
[52] Following the 3D laser scanning program, which was completed on the first of 
October,  we  could  begin  to  protect  the  large  fragments.  650  registered  building 
fragments were once again relocated and placed on 10 x 10 cm wooden sections, 
grouped within pre-planned shelter zones. These shelter zones are located away from 
the future excavation zones inside the fenced site.  In  the course of  planning and 
designing the shelters, we had to take into account the approach routes used by the 
crane, as well  as the topography of the site,  the trajectory of the sun, and visitor 
perceptions of the site as a whole.

[53] The temporary shelters to protect the fragments against the effects of the harsh 
winter conditions (i.e., snow, wind, heavy rain) were manufactured at the site. They 
were  designed  as  simple  huts  with  two  way  pitched  roofs  made  from corrugated 
galvanized steel and supported by 40 x 40 x 2 mm section steel profiles. The size of 
the shelters was developed according to the dimensions of the roofing material and of 
the steel profiles to achieve the most efficient use of materials with minimum waste. 
The overall height of the shelters was kept as low as possible to guard against the 
potential effects of strong winds: The height starts 1.2 meters above ground level and 
reaches 1.8 meters at the middle of the roof. The height of the shelters conforms to 

75 Calce Albazzana Albaria, a hydraulic lime, light brown in color and appropriate for the tuff 
stone, was employed throughout. A series of mixtures was prepared and tested first before 
deciding and applying a coat of 1/3 ratio mixture of lime and sand; the sand used for this 
mixture is  2 vols  (over 2 mm) + 2 vols (under 2 mm) +1 vol  (less than 1 mm).  All  were 
prepared beforehand at the site and classified with the help of a conservation specialist from 
Ankara and under the supervision of Alin Pontioğlu. The cleaning and repairs of both roofs were 
completed as well.
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the size of the fragments while allowing enough room for someone to work under 
them.

[54] The shelters, ranging from 6 m x 12 m to 6 m x 9 m in plan, were lined up side by 
side; the shorter sides face east and west, while the longer sides face south and north.  
A two meter gap was maintained between the shelters to allow for easy maintenance 
(i.e. snowplowing). The fragments with wall paint and stone decoration were placed 
closest to the visitor’s route for easy viewing. The visitor’s approach, their perception 
and experience, and the general appearance of the site with the introduction of the 
shelters has become an important concern in the overall design. Work on the shelters 
began on 15th of October and ended on 21st of October. A total of nine shelters were 
manufactured: two on the south, four on the northeast, and three on the southeast 
(Fig. 11).

11 Church of Surb Prkich, Ani, general view of the site with the scaffolding and the shelters, 
June 2015 (photograph provided by A. Kazaryan)

The  classification  and  relocation  of  the  small  fragments,  including  those  with  the 
inscriptions,  paint,  and  stone  decoration,  as  well  as  the  fragments  of  roof  tiles, 
continued until the fourth of November. All were documented, and schematic drawings 
of the new arrangement of the fragments were also prepared.

Protection and surveillance of the excavation site during winter
[55] During the day, security of Ani is provided by guard services. Yet, after dark no 
guards patrolled the site. Since the beginning of the project, arranging night guard 
services has been a great concern for both the World Monuments Fund (WMF) and the 
Ministry of Culture and Tourism of Turkey (MoC&T). For this service, it was necessary to 
acquire special permission from the government, because legally no one was allowed 
in the Ani archaelogical site after dark. It was only possible with the approval of the 
Regional  Conservation  Board  in  Kars.  Shortly  after  the  site  was  fenced  and  work 
started in July 2012, a night guard from Ocaklı Village was employed to stay at the site  
from sunset until morning. Night guard services will terminate only after the work is 
complete and the site is secure for visitors.
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Analysis of the architectural plan of the Church of Surb Prkich in Ani
(Armen Kazaryan)

[56] The plan of the church (Fig. 12) belongs to a family of eight-exedra buildings or, in  
a wider context, to the poly-conch type. Other examples of the same type are known 
to have been created in Armenia in the last third of the 7th century; these structures 
revised a Late Antique architectural idea, which was popular among architects under 
emperor Justinian I in the sixth century. It is probable that the church in Zoravar, close 
to Yeghvard, which was erected by the leading prince of Armenia Grigor Mamikonean 
around 670, was used as a model; this seems more likely than the less historically 
significant monument of Irind, which dates to the last quarter of the seventh century 
(Fig.  13).76 But  the  architect  of  Surb  Prkich  reworked  the  plan  by  blending  the 
distinctive properties of the school of Ani with his new architectural conception and 
that of the donor, Prince Aplgharip Pahlavuni.

12 Church of Surb Prkich, Ani, measurement drawings, 2012: northern and western façades, 
sections looking to the North and West, ground-plan (drawings provided by İ.Y. Özkaya)

76 For Zoravar see: Khalpakhchian, "Eight-Apsed Central-Domed Constructions", 60-76; Armen 
Kazaryan,  Церковная архитектура стран Закавказья VII века: Формирование и развитие  
традиции [Church Architecture of the 7th century in Transcaucasian Countries: Formation and 
Development of the Tradition], 4 vols., Moscow 2012-2013, vol. 3, 2012, 106-121. For Irind see: 
Khalpakhchian,  "Eight-Apsed Central-Domed Constructions",  61-62, 69-71; Kazaryan,  Church 
Architecture of the 7th Century, vol. 3, 2012, 443-460.
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13 Churches of Zoravar (left) and Irind (right), Armenia, second half of the seventh century, 
façades, sections and ground plans (reprod. from: Murad Hasratian, Early Christian Architecture 
of Armenia, Moscow 2000, 147-148)

[57] The eight exedrae are strung along the circumference of the circle (or octagon) 
and circumscribe the main interior  space.  This  is  covered by a dome over a high 
tholobate. The apse containing the altar measures 5.20 m across and is almost twice 
as wide as the other exedrae (2.80 m). The seven other exedrae are semicircular in 
plan, but the apse has a trajectory that is much smaller than a half of circle; it could 
not have been deeper than the others, given that the entire structure follows a regular 
external plan.

[58] The pylons beneath the dome are formed by the wide ends of the exedrae; their 
joints were reinforced by large columns, which merge with the pylons by means of thin 
projections. These projections are partially embedded in each pylon’s body. At first 
glance, these columns seem to support the arches under the dome: Another set of 
arches above the front row of the conch arches seems to rest  on the axes of the 
columns.  But  this  impression  is  misleading.  In  reality,  they  only  rest  on  the  thin 
projections. The columns are not load bearing. They function primarily as constructive 
buttresses while simultaneously performing a role as artistic accents on the interior. A 
similar  solution  was  used  earlier  in  the  Church  of  Abughamrents  at  Ani  (mid-10th 

century). There, one quarter of each column is integrated with a pylon, whereas the 
later  columns at  Surb Prkich seem almost  independent.  The contrast  between the 
masonry technique employed in the walls and the columns emphasizes the columns’ 
self-sufficiency: The shaft of each column is constructed from two blocks but is not 
inlaid with numerous rows of masonry like the walls.
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[59] In contrast with the unpretentious cubical bases of the columns of Abughamrents, 
the bases of Prkich’s columns are big and impressive. The bottom plinth supports an 
eight-facet prism and a profiled element, the main shape of which is the torus. This 
form is more antique than medieval,  and it  may have been adopted from Zoravar 
church.  However,  the  eight-faceted  shape  was  new  for  the  bases  of  columns  in 
Armenian churches. The closest comparison is the shape of the column capitals in the 
zhamatun of  Horomos  monastery  near  Ani,  built  just  after  Prkich,  in  1038,  where 
capitals with a large torus and high flange crown the columns. The profile of these 
capitals is the same as the cornice’s profile, which girds all exedrae at one height with 
the capitals.

[60] The pendentives between the arches form a circle, which transitions into a higher 
ring of masonry; the cornice marks the transition. The apsidal or triumphal arch is 
much  higher  than  the  others.  These  differences  predetermine  the  position  of  the 
cornice above the pendentives. This solution once again indicates that the architect of 
Surb Prkich was familiar with aspects of the plan of Zoravar. The apsidal arch could be 
higher than the others since the apse has additional steps in its plan. However, the 
architect  anticipated the disparity between the height  of  the eight arches,  and he 
consequently lowered the imposts of  the apsidal  arch by 60-70 cm as well  as the 
profile moulding. At the same time, the importance of the apse was accented.

[61]  The  high  tholobate  (ca.  5  m)  occurs  above  a  simply  shaped  cornice  and 
terminates in another similar cornice. This second cornice serves as a base for the 
dome. Twelve straight windows occupy the middle of the cylindrical drum.

[62]  The  only  entrance  into  the  church  occurs  in  the  south  exedra.  Above  the 
rectangular  door  is  a  small  round  window.  With  the  exception  of  the  numerous 
windows in the tholobate, the space was illuminated by two rectangular windows in 
the apse and in the western exedra. Both were situated directly beneath the moulding 
beneath the conchs. The northern half of the main walls has no windows.

[63] Small pentagonal rooms with apsidioles were arranged in the pylons between the 
apse and the neighboring exedrae. Doors to these pastophories were opened from the 
same exedrae.

[64] Opposite the apse, the western exedra preserves a piece of a massive lintel at 
half heigth. Perhaps this horizontal slab originally served to sustain a structure like a 
loggia or a balcony (Fig. 14).
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14 Church of Surb Prkich, Ani, preserved fragments of a balcony in the western exedra, May 
2013 (photograph provided by A. Kazaryan)

[65] From the outside, the plan resembles two polygonal volumes, placed one upon 
the other.  The lower one was built  on a round basement, and the upper one was 
crowned by a helmet-type covering. The walls of each storey were subdivided by blind 
arcades with twin half-columns on the facets of the volumes and with flat archivolts. 
These two polygonal  volumes have one more feature in common: the presence of 
cornices along their lower and upper borders. This feature could have been inspired by 
the round Church of  Surb Sargis  in  Khtskonk monastery (1024),  although the first 
storey of the church in Zoravar also has a basement cornice. However, on the Church 
of Ani the cornices on both the base and the top of the main volume are similar: They 
consist of a high plinth and a wide facet. The same kind of cornice occurs at the base 
of the tholobate on the exterior of the building, as well as at the base and crown of the 
tholobate inside the building.

[66] The lower storey has nineteen blind arches. The arcade decoration seems to be 
superimposed due to the plinths of the twin columns standing out of the basement’s 
cornice. Consequently, the slender columns with their impressive bases and capitals 
stand out against the flat facets of the wall and against the basement. Two-tiered, flat, 
and  wide,  the arches  are  unusual  among the churches of  Ani,  where  the  facades 
generally have blind arcades with profiled and carved archivolts. The zone from the 
tops of the arches to the cornice is high and devoid of details (Fig. 15).
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15 Church of Surb Prkich, Ani, blind arcade of the main storey of the north-western part of the 
building, May 2013 (photograph provided by A. Kazaryan)

[67]  The tholobate has  a  generally  cylindrical  form and is  decorated by the blind 
arcade which springs from twenty-four graceful twin-columnar pilasters. Between the 
arcade and the upper cornice are three layers of masonry. The middle layer is a flat 
frieze, which is ornamented in a slender interlace design.

[68] Slot-like windows were opened within the arcade decoration on both storeys and 
were modeled by profiled archivolts  with  traditional  horizontal  wings.  In  the lower 
storey, the portal of the only entrance stands out. It is inscribed in an especially broad 
field within the arcade, situated on the axis of the south façade. The portal reflects the 
commitment of  the architect  to  Hellenistic  forms,  and unlike  previous attempts at 
interpreting  an  antique  portal,77 this  one  was  created  much  more  freely  and 
exuberantly. All the horizontal bands on the theoretical entablature of the portal were 
modified in a single wide zone of numerous large moldings, among which the row of 
expressive dentils is represented. The frame around three sides of the opening excels 
by small-scale  profiles.  The oculus over  the portal  plays an interesting role in  the 
composition. Concentric ring moldings around this point-like opening are large and 
uncomplicated.  Freely  interpreting  classical  shapes,  the  architects  caught  the 
monumentally strong and majestic spirit  of  antique culture in its  oriental  inflection 
(see Fig. 8).

[69] The analysis of the constructive system of the monument demonstrates that it 
more  likely  belongs  to  rotundas  like  the  Roman  Pantheon  than  to  eight-conch 
buildings,  which  have  spaces  or  niches  between their  exedras.  Zoravar,  Irind  and 
especially the six-conch churches have much deeper exedrae than Prkich. Therefore, 

77 Such as the portals of the churches of Gagikashen and Holy Apostels in Ani,  and of the 
churches in the monasteries of Khtskonk and Marmashen.
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the central octagon in Prkich plays a more important role than in the named examples. 
Traditionally  scholars  have  substantiated  the  spatial  developments  in  Armenian 
architecture  by  describing  an  evolution  of  the  constructive  systems responding  to 
utilitarian needs. Because of the absence of external niches at Surb Prkich church, 
Tokarskiy accounted for the shallow exedrae by comparing it with its seventh-century 
prototypes.78 However, I suggest that the architect of Surb Prkich reworked the plan of 
the  church  from the  initial  eight-conch  model  offered  by  Zoravar  church  to  more 
effectively evoke the Roman architectural  idea of a rotunda.  It  is notable that this 
refocusing  happened  during  a  period  when  the  trend  toward  antique  forms  was 
pronounced in  Armenian  architecture.79 Independent  of  whether  local  examples  of 
Hellenistic rotundas, like the one excavated in Parakar near Yerevan, were known to 
the  architect,  this  type  of  construction  in  Christian-era  Armenian  architecture  was 
unusual before Prkich. A renewed conception of eight-conch structures casts the dome 
as  the  most  dominant  element,  in  contrast  to  which  the exedrae  seem more  like 
niches  than  major  architectural  elements.  The  external  polygonal  (actually  round) 
rendering of the building confirms this concept.

[70] Of course, when discussing round churches in the Mediterranean and the Eastern 
world, we have to take into account the possibility that such churches are related to 
the plan of the Rotunda of the Anastasis at Jerusalem.80 In the case of Surb Prkich, this 
connection seems important, because it can be situated within the larger architectural 
tradition of Armenian round churches, exemplified by the church-martyria of Zvartnots 
and Gagikashen, which were conceived of as images of the Heavenly Jerusalem and 
also drew on the model of the Anastasis Rotunda. Moreover, the possibility that the 
Prkich  church  was  designed  to  evoke  the  Anastasis  Rotunda  is  supported  by  the 
historical fact that a relic of the Holy Cross was translated to the site.81

[71] The external design of the structure with nineteen facets is unusual because there 
are no other examples of such plan in Armenian architecture. Furthermore, it would 
have been more logical  to divide the circle into an even number of  sections or a 

78 Tokarskiy, Architecture of Armenia, 207.
79 Kazaryan,  "Classical  Heritage  in  Armenian  Architecture";  Kazaryan,  "The  Theme  of  the 
Rotunda".
80 Richard  Krautheimer,  "Introduction  to  an  'Iconography  of  Mediaeval  Architecture'",  in: 
Mediaeval Architecture, New York/London 1976, 155-192; Robert Ousterhout, "Loca Sancta and 
the  Architectural  Response  to  Pilgrimage",  in:  The  Blessing  of  Pilgrimage,  ed.  Robert 
Ousterhout, Chicago 1990, 108-124.
81 Diane Favro expressed a similar thought, but noted:  "[…]  however, rather than having a 
circular layout such as that described by Eusebius for the Holy Sepulcher in Jerusalem marking 
the site of the Resurrection, the building at Ani was polygonal"; Favro, "Encircled by Time", 141. 
In my opinion, it should also be considered that, firstly, Eusebius’ description was a schematic 
one, and, secondly, all  other Armenian churches had a polygonal exterior, too, even those, 
whose interior wall followed a circular line. The same interpretation applies to the tholobates of 
the domes and to the apses: These are semicircular at the inside and three- or five-faceted at 
the outside (the northern exedra of Artik′s tetraconch is one of the rare exceptions). We may 
suggest  that  the  circular  shape  does  not  correspond  with  the  aesthetic  notions  of  the 
Armenians.
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number divisible by five. Using the principle of inscribing five-pointed stars into circles,  
Diane Favro accounted for the  icosahedral (twenty-sided) shape of the floorplan; by 
further reducing one of its angles she achieved the figure with nineteen angles. Favro 
suggested  that  the  number  nineteen  has  symbolic  significance,  connected  to 
astronomical cycles, and regeneration.82 Additionally, she pointed out that there is a 
relationship between the twenty-four facets of the tholobate with the daily calendar 
and with  the sum of  day and night  hours (12 + 12).83 Her  conclusions presented 
interesting  theories  about  the  specific  motivations  behind  the  development  of 
Armenian architecture.

[72] Without arguing about the importance of number symbolism in medieval art or in 
Armenian architecture in  particular,  I  question the extent  to  which this symbolism 
determined the choice of architectural shapes. Artistic and technical considerations of 
volumes′ division into facets probably played a more important role. In particular, the 
proportional connection between the width of the facets on the lower and upper storys 
seems to have been essential. Moreover, the twenty-four facets of the tholobate can 
be compared to the tholobate of the Cathedral of Ani.84

[73] Regarding the nineteen facets of the main room, I suggest that the odd number of 
columns was probably motivated by the desire to position one column directly on the 
western side in the east-west axis, between the window and the door to the balcony 
(see above). We will return to these questions in the next report, which will address 
the blind arcade and the problem of the creation of order in the architectural school of  
medieval Ani.

[74] The architect of the Church of Surb Prkich went farther than his predecessors in 
his  pursuit  of  minimalism.  The  shapes  in  all  extant  parts  of  the  eleventh-century 
building, especially on the outer face are highly generalized, as demonstrated by the 
cornices and details of the blind arcade. The dentils on the portal, the elements of the 
blind arcade, the mouldings of the portal and the windows, as well as the inner cornice 
and capitals are sculptural shapes. Enlarging such details and the absence of carving 
both inside the monument and on the exterior seem absolutely in keeping with the 
overall program.

[75] In the next report on Surb Prkich, we will present a more detailed discussion of 
the decorative system of the dome’s tholobate, where the specific question of the 
construction phases will be addressed.
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